Caffeine enhancement of the initiation of DNA replication in benzo[a]pyrene diol epoxide damaged cells.
We have used a newly developed pH stepwise alkaline elution method to show that caffeine enhances DNA initiation (DNA replication in sub-replicon size nascent strands) in (+/-)-7 beta,8 alpha-dihydroxy-9 alpha,10 alpha-epoxy-7,8,9, 10-tetrahydrobenzo[a]pyrene (BPDEI) damaged mouse primary epidermal cells. Caffeine alone caused a dose-dependent increase in DNA initiation without an effect on DNA elongation (joining of replicon-sized nascent DNA). BPDEI alone inhibited DNA elongation as shown by a relative increase in sub-replicon size nascent DNA. When BPDEI treated cells were incubated with caffeine, there was a dose-dependent increase in sub-replicon size nascent DNA without a significant effect on the proportion of joined replicons. Therefore, caffeine can enhance DNA initiation in mammalian cells damaged with a reactive form of the carcinogen benzo[a]pyrene and this may account for the biological interaction between caffeine and the ultimate carcinogenic form of benzo[a]pyrene.